In this paper we investigate how the coverage and connectedness of PRM madmaps can be impmved by adding a connecred componenr (CC) connection srep to the general PRM framework. We provide experimental results establishing that signifcant mudmap improvements can be obtained relatively eficienrly by utilizing U suite of CC connection methods, which include variants of existing methods such as RRT and a new ray tracing based method. The coordinated application of rhese techniques is enabled by methods for selecting and scheduling pairs of nodes in different CCs for connection oftempis. In addition to identifiing importanr and/or promising regions of Cspace for exploration. these methods also provide U mechanism for contmlling the cost of the connecrion attempts. In our experiments, the rime required by rhe improvement phase was on rhe same order us the time used to generare the initial m a d m p .
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning has applications in robotics, computer animation, computer-aided design, hioinformatics, etc. The motion planning problem is known to he PSPACEhard and is likely to require time that is exponential in the number of degrees of freedom of the robot [9] .
Some of the most successful approaches to motion planning are the probabilistic roadmap methods (PRMs) [7] . PRMs map C-space by producing a graph whose nodes are valid configurations and whose edges represent valid paths between the nodes they connect. This graph, or roadmap, clin he used to solve queries by connecting the start and goal to the roadmap and finding a path between them in the roadmap. PRMs are probahilistically complete, that is, the probability of finding a path using a PRM, if one exists, approaches one as the running time grows to infinity [2] . The goal of a roadmap is to represent the connectivity and topology of the free C-Space (C-free.) However, PRMs trade completeness for speed. For certain problems, this may result in roadmaps that fail to represent C-free well, e.g., zero or multiple roadmap components in one region of C-free (see Fig. I ).
Several PRM variants have been proposed to improve the quality of roadmaps. Some of these variants attempt to solve the connectivity problem by generating nodes in hard to map regions of C-free such as narrow passages and cluttered areas (e.g., OBPRM [I] , GaussianPRM 131, and MAPRM [IO] ). Other methods address this problem in the connection stage with more sophisticated connection techniques.
In this paper we concentrate on the connection phase.
We propose to add a new step to the general PRM framework that is applied after the roadmap is constructed. Our goal is to improve the roadmap quality by connecting and growing the existing connected components of the roadmap.
Although an enhancement step for improving roadmaps has been proposed before, it was focused on placing more nodes in the roadmap. The techniques we consider here focus on exploring C-free in a systematic way while trying to find paths between pairs of nodes in different connected components. We propose new techniques and variants of existing methods and perform a comparative evaluation to study the relative strengths and weaknesses of the various methods.
T H E PRM FRAMEWORK
PRM-based motion planning is a two step process. First, during preprocessing, a roadmap is constructed. In the query phase, pairs of start and goal configurations are connected to the roadmap and then paths between them are extracted using graph search techniques. Sometimes, attempts are made to improve the roadmap.
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A. Roadmap construction
Roadmap construction has generally been thought of as having two steps: Node Generation and Node Connection.
PRM nodes are randomly generated in C-space. Each generated node is evaluated, and if valid, is added to the roadmap. The original PRMs generated nodes by uniform sampling in C-space [7] . Various techniques have been developed that bias the generation of nodes toward specific areas of C-free to improve the likelihood that the roadmap represents the connectivity of C-free. Notable examples include OBPRM [I] , Gaussian Sampling [3], and MAPRM [IO] .
After the nodes have been generated, they are connected. Local planners are used to attempt to connect nearby nodes. If the local planner determines that there is a valid path connecting the two nodes, then an edge is added to the roadmap. Many local planners have been used in PRMS [I] , but the most popular is the straight line in C-space method, which validates the intermediate configurations on the straight line in C-space connecting the two nodes.
E. Roadmap que?
Once the roadmap has been constructed, it can be used to solve arbitrary motion planning queries. First we attempt to connect the start and goal configuration to the same connected component of the roadmap. If we cannot, then a valid path is not contained in the current roadmap. However, one might be found if the connected components to which the start and the goal are Connected can be connected to each other, either directly or by connecting to other connected components.
C. Roadmap improvement
A roadmap that is to be used for multiple, arbitrary queries should cover C-space as completely as possible. Since PRMs often trade completeness for the speed, the connectivity of the roadmap might not represent the connectivity of the free C-space. In these cases, the roadmap needs to be expanded to improve its coverage and connectivity. This problem has usually been addressed with techniques focused on placing more nodes in particular areas which are not well represented in the roadmap. This process has been called roadmap expansion [7] .
In this work we propose adding a new step focused on finding paths between existing CCs of the roadmap (see Fig. 2 ). This step attempts to improve the connectivity of the roadmap by connecting previously generated connected components. We propose using methods that are suitable for exploring areas of C-free between pairs of CCs. The difference from previous approaches is that we focus on exploring instead of on placing nodes, although we will place more nodes as a byproduct of the attempts to connect pairs of CCs. 
RELATED WORK
Researchers have approached the problem of improving roadmap quality in ways ranging from purely random approaches to biasing node generation to particularly interesting areas of C-free. In general, the probability of generating a node in a region of C-free decreases as the volume of that region gets smaller and as the complexity of that region increases. There are many problems in which such areas form bridges between larger open spaces. The lack of nodes in such areas will result in roadmaps that do not reflect the connectivity of C-free.
Random reflections. Horsch et al. [6]
proposed a method referred to as random reflections at C-Space obstacles. The method shoots a ray from one subgraph (connected component) in a random direction. Every time the ray hits an obstacle, the last free configuration is added to the roadmap and the ray is reflected in a random direction. Attempts are made to connect the new node to the k-closest nodes of the "target" subgraph, where k is some small constant. They assume that C-free is connected, and claim that the rays will eventually connect the subgraphs.
A similar technique can be found in [7] in the expansion step of roadmap construction. They generate additional nodes from existing nodes in "difficult" regions. To expand a node, a short random-bounce walk starting from that node is performed, 'bouncing' in random directions when collisions occur. When the process terminates, they add to the roadmap the final node and edges which include the path computed.
Biased sampling strategies. Amato et al. [I] used a three-staged connection strategy that includes two stages to attempt connection of CCs and to grow CCs. Attempts are made to connect smaller connected components to larger ones. The paths explored during failed connection attempts are retained and used to expand the connected components. Small connected components are grown because they might be small because they are in difficult areas of C-free.
RRT Connect. Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees
(RRT) is a technique that has been used to solve motion planning queries [SI. In particular, the RRT properties can be applied to grow two RRTs, one rooted at the start and one at the goal, toward each other. This is done by generating a random configuration and extending the nearest neighbor from one RRT toward that configuration. If there is no collision, then a new node and edge are added to the RRT. This new node will be the configuration that the other RRT will try to extend toward. A greedy heuristic could he used here to extend the nearest neighbor of the second RRT as far illi possible or completely toward the new configuration.
IV. CONNECTING ROADMAP COMPONENTS
The roadmap improvement stage that we propose to add to the PRM framework focuses on finding paths between existing connected components. We divide this stage into three steps: preprocessing, choosing pairs of CCs to connect, and attempting connection between chosen CC pairs.
In section IV-A we describe the algorithm in general terms. Criteria such as size or distance, can he used to choose pairs of CCs and to schedule the order for attempting connections. The methods we have implemented are described in section IV-A.
We studied three connection strategies for improving the connectivity of the roadmap: an RRT-based method (Section IV-B), a ray-tracing based method (Section IV-C), and a simple method which attempts to connect smaller CCs to larger CCs (Section 111). The goal of this connection process is to produce a roadmap which represents the connectivity of C-free better than the initial roadmap.
A. Algorirhrn
Our strategy for connecting CCs is described in the algorithm below. First, the roadmap is preprocessed to expand or grow existing connected components according to the method that will be used to connect them. Then, in step 3, a schedule consisting of an ordered list of pairs of CCs to attempt to connect is created. Next each pair of connected components (eel, ccz) is processed. First, a set of representative vertices (cc;,cr$) of each connected component (cc~,cc~) is selected (steps 5 and 6). Then a connection method is used to attempt to connect c c~ to cc2. Parameters specific to the connection method and a target roadmap to store the subgraph obtained are also provided. The final step is to merge the target roadmap into the roadmap. The process iterates for each pair of ccs.
Preprocessing. The preprocessing of the roadmap corresponds to the roadmap enhancement step of previous researchers. It consists of growing the connected components around some vertices. The techniques used may depend on the CC connection method.
Scheduling. The schedule is an ordered list of at most maxschedsize pairs of connected components between which connections will be attempted. In many cases the number of CCs is small enough that it is feasible to try . . 
5.
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rdmp.MergeRdmp(targetrdmp) The criteria we chose for ordering CCs is the distance between them. In our implementation, the distance between CCs is the distance between their centers of mass, where the center of mass of a connected component is simply the average of all the configurations in it. Even though the straight line distance between a pair of CCs is not necessarily related to the distance that should be traveled in order to connect them, it is often a good indicator.
Sampling connected components. The number of vertices in each connected component can vary greatly. Some CCs could be large, while others might be composed of only a few or even one vertex. Some connection methods might use configurations belonging to the CCs in order to start connection attempts, as is the case of the ray tracing method described in Section IV-C.
To reduce the number of configurations used by the connection methods, we select a sample of the configurations of each connected component. When the connected component is smaller than a predefined limit (rnaz-samplsize), the sample is every configuration in the CC. Otherwise, we take an approximation of the boundary of the Connected component by selecting the n, nodes that are the farthest from the center of mass of the connected component (see Fig. 4 Left).
Attempting connections and updating the roadmap.
After selecting a pair of connected components and their sampled configurations, a connection method is called. If it manages to connect the pair of CCs, then it puts the resulting subgraph in a target roadmap (targetrdmp) Fig. 4 . Len: the hatched circles show the two farthest configurations from the center of mass(CM). Right: the dashed line shows a connection between CCs CM2 and CM4 using RRTbased connection. CM2 grows toward the random configuration Irond.
which will be merged into the original roadmap. In the next sections we describe the connection methods we studied.
B. RRT-based connection
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The basic RRT can be used to grow any two graphs toward one another. Although previous research was geared towards connecting two RRTs to each other, in our work we adapt this technique to bias the growth of any two CCs toward one another (Fig. 4 Right).
In the RRTconnect-components algorithm (Fig. 3, 14. 
C. Ray tracing based connection
Ray tracing is a technique that has been used in computer graphics to render very high quality pictures of three-dimensional environments. Images are produced by following the paths of light rays shot through a view window as they bounce around the environment while changing their color properties. When a ray hits an object it bounces, and the material it hits becomes a new source of illumination from which more rays are shot in an effect known as radiosity [4], (51.
Ray tracing can also he viewed as a search technique that maps the environment as the rays travel through it. Of particular interest to us is the ability of ray tracing techniques to cover the environment. However, this technique is computationally intensive.
Random reflections, a technique similar to ray tracing, bas been used to improve roadmaps in PRMs, as discussed in Section III. But the use of random reflections has been limited to bouncing. In this paper, we propose to exploit ray tracing techniques to guide our search for connections between CCs.
Ray Tracing for connecting connected components. Our ray tracing technique (Fig. 6 ) consists of shooting a ray in C-space from one connected component toward another, tracing the ray, and connecting it to the CCs along its route. For each CC in our schedule of CC pairs, we select sample (source) configurations as described in section IV-A. The rays are shot towards the other connected component and traced to see if any of the ray configurations is reachable from other CCs. The rays that manage to connect a pair of CCs are incorporated into the roadmap. Ray tracer description. We use a simple ray tracer shown below. A ray is shot from the source configuration towards the first target configuration along a straight line in C-space. This ray continues until it collides with a Cobstacle. The last free configuration on the ray is tested to see if it can be reached from any target configuration. If so, a path has been found. Otherwise the ray bounces away from the C-obstacle and the process iterates. The process stops when a path has been found or when the ray has reached a maximum limit in either length (maxlength) or number of bounces (max.bances). max-rays rays are shot to attempt connections. TRACERAY(SOURCE, TARGETCFGS, ROADMAP, 1. while ((not path found) and (rays shot i maxxays))
targetcfgs
2.
3. found) and (rav is within limits)) . ,
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end if
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experimental results were obtained on an Intel Peotium 4 1.8 GHz CPU with 512 MB of RAM and 256 KB of cache memory, running the Linux 2.4.9-31 operating system. Our code was written in C++ and compiled with gcc 2.96. It was implemented within our group's motion planning library which includes many PRM variants.
We tested our techniques for connecting CCs on environments of varying difficulty. Tables I and II show some PRM roadmap improvement results for two different environments: stairs-block and walls-serial.
A. Experimental setup and design
Before applying our techniques for connecting CCs, we created a roadmap for each environment. The same roadmap was used as input for all experiments in that environment. First, we applied each technique separately to enable us to compare their individual performances. Next, we applied them in combination, one after another. By cascading the techniques, each method makes progress in exploring areas of C-free and discovering regions that can be used by other methods to make more progress in their turn. This exploits the unique strengths of the different techniques.
The stairs-block environment (Fig. 7 left) has a 6-DOF robot that can travel through two narrow passages. An initial roadmap with 104 nodes and 15 CCs was generated using OBPRM in 4.45 seconds. 
environment (right).
The stairs-block environment (left) and the walls-sed
The walls-serial environment (Fig. 7 right) consists of five chambers with small openings connecting them, and a 4-link revolute-articulated 9-DOF robot. An initial roadmap with 400 nodes and 5 CCs was generated for this environment using a basic (uniform sampling) PRM in 13.59 seconds. Table I shows the results obtained for the stairsblock environment. The RayTracing technique was the best performer, connecting all CCs into a single CC in the shortest time. RRT also did quite well, obtaining a roadmap with only two CCs. ConnectCCs was not able to reduce the number of CCs even though we modified its parameters so that it attempted all possible inter-CC painvise connections. Using a combination of methods resulted in the best performance. The number of CCs was reduced to one in two-fifths of the time used ta generate the roadmap. RayTracing reduced the number of CCs from I5 to 6, and then RRT took advantage of areas discovered by RayTracing and was quickly able to combine the six remaining CCs to form one CC. Table II shows the results obtained for the walls-serial environment. RRT reduced the number of CCs to two in 35.23 seconds while RayTracing was able to connect all the initial connected components in 245.22 seconds. ConnectCCs managed to reduce the number of CCs to three in 73.54 seconds, and to two after 661.34 seconds, much longer than it took RayTracing to obtain one CC.
B. Results
When using a combination of methods in the wallsserial environment, we obtained a roadmap with a single CC in only 22.66 seconds when the methods were applied in the order RRT, ConnectCCs, and RayTracing. After RRT was able to expand the roadmap and reduce the number of CCs from five to four, ConnectCCs was able to benefit from the already improved roadmap and quickly reduce the number of CCs in the roadmap from four to two. Ray Tracing finished the connection of the CCs. When the order was RayTracing, RRT, and ConnectCCs, we also obtained a single CC. This took slightly longer than in the first combination but was still significantly faster than using any method alone. None of the methods alone is clearly superior. Although RayTracing managed to merge all the CCs into only one, it was very expensive in the walls-serial environment. On the other hand, although RRT did not manage to merge all the CCs into one, it did make good progress.
Cascading the methods is clearly the way to go. In the three cases, the cascaded methods took much less time than the time spent by any of the methods used independently. It seems that by cascading the methods we take advantage of their individual strengths.' Each method discovers regions for the following methods to exploit. However, it is not clear which ordering is better. It does seem that ConnectCCs performs well and at minimal expense when used after the other methods.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated how the coverage and connectedness of PRM roadmaps can he improved by adding a connected component (CC) connection step to the general PRM framework. Our study of several CC connection strategies establishes that significant roadmap improvements can he obtained relatively efficiently. We have also seen that different methods have different strengths, and, moreover, in the situations we studied, the hest strategy was in fact to utilize multiple CC connection techniques.
Our proposed addition to the PRM framework for cascading the application of different techniques enables each technique to take advantage of the increasingly improved roadmap. We propose methods for selecting and scheduling pairs of nodes in different CCs for connection attempts. In addition to identifying important and/or promising regions of C-space for exploration, these methods also provide a mechanism for controlling the cost of the connection attempts. In our experiments, the time required by the improvement phase was on the same order as the time used to generate the initial roadmap.
We proposed a new ray-tracing based connection technique which appears to facilitate rapid discovely of new regions in C-free. It is a good complement to our RRTbased connection variant which incorporates the good coverage properties of the RRT methods. Both these methods are complemented by a third method, ConnectCCs, which has been used in traditional PRMS to quickly connect easily connectable CCs.
There are many areas of improvement for this work. In the general framework, we plan to investigate additional methods for selecting and scheduling representative nodes in different CCs for connection attempts and an automatable process for determining the order, and manner, in which to apply the various connection methods. We also plan to explore improvements in the ray tracing based connection technique.
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